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Analytical Gear Inspection:
The Shape of Things to Come

D t used to be that gear
~3Ilufac[urers. want-
mg to peri'OlTll analyt-
ical gear inspection

required at lea t three
machines to do so: The lead
measuring instrument, the
tooth space comparator and
the involute checking instru-
ment In the beginning, these
machines were mechanicaIly
driven. Over the years, the
manufacturers of analytical
gear inspection eqaipment
have combined the e func-
tions-and a host of others.

In addition to ba Je gener-
ative gear te ting. today's ana-
lytical gear checker often
comes with the ability to
check other types of parts,
including rotors, threads,
splines. cam and gear cutting
tool ; the ability to test forms
such as roundness or traight-
ness; the ability to measure all
types of gears, including spiral
bevel gears and wonns;and
the ability perform limited 3D
coordinate measuring.

lei81s14 IGround Gear lor a igh
speed 'com,pressorbeing ins,pect-
,edlat Nixon Gear,Syracl£se,INiY:

The ability of these
machines to measure a wide
variety of parts ha been of
great value to tile Waukesha

Engine Division of Dresser
Equipment Group, Waukesha,
WI, according to lab inspec-
tor/programmer Matt Banski,
who uses an M&M Model
3000 Gear Analyzer to inspect
more than 300difrerent parts,
including spur & helical gears,
worms, wonn wheels, straight
bevel gears. gear blanks and
other pans for their line of
internal combustion engines ..

Measuring Bevel Gears
Certain kinds of gears, par-

ticularly bevelgears, cannot
be reasonably measured using
traditional generative gear
testing, says Ed Lawson,
director of metrology for
M&M. This has required gear
inspection equipment manu-
facmrers [0 greatly modify the
way their machines work,
both mechanically and
through their software.

Law. on see analytical gear
measurement technologies as
being on a spectrum. with tra-
ditional. generative gear testing
at one end, and coordinate
measuring on the other. In
order 10 accommodate the
measurement of WOITIl gears,
bevel g 'aI'S and other parts, me
best of today's dedicated gear
maehines, he says, are some-
wherein the middle.

Traditiomilly. bevel gears
have been tested functionally,
rather than analytically, by
applying marking compound

- --

WIHAT IS ANALYTICAL GEAR INSPECTION?
The term gear inspection covers ma,ny different types of

gages, instruments and machines, and what exactly gear
inspection is depends on who you ask, Related terms, such as
gear testing, gear checking and gear analysis only add to the
confusion. But gear inspection can roughly be divided into two
broad categories: functional and analytical.

Functionsl insp8ction tells the gear manufacturer whether a
gear will work. in a given application. In other words, will it func-
tion as required? Generally,this type of inspection is performed
'by roll testing 8, gear in mesh with a master gear, or in the case
of a bevel gear, with its mating pinion.

Roll testers come in many varieties, from t!ha simple, hand
turned mechanical instrument to the very sophisticated, high
speed, automatic version with computer controls, printouts and
recording. They come from a large number of manufacturers,
including Gleason,K1ingelnberg,IlW Heartland, Siemens-Moore
Products, Mahr Federal. David Brown, Fellows, M&M Precision
Systems, Parker Industries and many others. lhese machines
are used to measure and detect nicks, runout, and center dis-
tance variation including short term (tooth to tooth cnrnposite]
and long term {total comeoslta) parameters. Also, when used in
conjunction with a properly designed and certified master gear;
absolute center distance values can be provided that relate
very well with effective tooth thickness.

Functional inspection is, by its nature, a composite mea-
surement. Youmay have a gear that performs well, but only by
accident. For example, errors in pressure angle and pitch may
work to cancel sach other out. But just because the ,endresult
is a functional gear, that doesn't mean you have your manutac-
turing processes under control.

Analytical gear inspection, also r,eferred to' as elemental
gear inspection, is used to inspect individual elements of the
gear's geometry, such as lead, profile, pitch and accumulated
pitch. The key advantage of analytical gear inspection is that it
allows the user to quicklv and easily identify elements of the
gear that measure'out of tolerance-the key information need-
ed to control the manufacturing. process.

For example, analytical gear inspection can reveal the pres-
ence of hob mounting errors, cutting tool wear, heat treat dis-
tortion patterns, and many other problems.

.Analytical gear inspection can be performed on stand-alone
machines dedicated to specific measurements such as lead,
profile or tooth space. However, today's CNC generative gear
inspection machines generally combine these functions with
many other measurements and calculations. Such machines
are available from M&M Precision, Klingelnberg, David Brown,
Aoto-Technology and Mahr·Federal, among others.
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ANALYTICAL INSPECTION IN THE FIELD
---

User: Jerry Moxley, Quality Engineer/Gear lab Manager
Company: Dana Spicer Off-Highway Products Division
Product: Planetary Axles, Single Reduction Axles, Power Shift Transmissions, Electronic Controls,
Torque Converters, Brakes and Specialty Suspensions.
Types of pans inspected: parallel axis gears, splines and spiral bevel gearing
Equipment: M&M 3525 with 3-D probe, approximately 1 year old; M&M 3040, approximately 5
years old; M&M 2025, approximately 11 years old.
How analytical gear inspection is used:
The machines are located in the gear Jab. Thev're used for accepting/rejecting parts, part devel-
apment; process control and quality proving.

User: Mike Ocasio, !QualityTechnician
Company: Nixon Gear, Syracuse, NY
Product Precision ground gears,
Types of pans inspected: Internal and external gears, splined shafts,
Equipment Hofler ZME 402 CNGGear Measuring Genter, 7 years old; Fellows 12H lead & 12M
Involute manual gear inspection units, approximately 35 years old,
.How analytical,gear inspection is used:

!
"Our HOfler is kept in a climate-controlled lab. It is used daily by both quality assurance and the

I machine aperetor« We use it for first piece accept/reject, part developmemsnd quality proving."
I

User: Richard Hayes, Quality Engineer
Company: Sumitomo Machinery Corp. of America, Chesapeake, VA
Product: Cycloidal speed reducers and gear motors, I

Types of parts inspected: Cycloidal discs, planetary gears, helical gears, spur gears, shafts, and
Ilimited bevel gears,

Equipm.ent M&M Model 3000 Gear .Analyzer, approximatety 7 years old,
Howana'lytical gear inspection is used:
"It is primarilv used for final inspection of sampled parts from our manufacturing process or
('eceiving inspection of parts manufactured by outside suppliers. In some cases, it's used to verify

I

first-piece setup for machining process control and evaJuation of gear components from returned
defective units, "

User: Geoffrey T Grill, Gear Engineer
Company: Meritor Automotive, Oshkosh, WI
Product: Heavy vehicle axles for mining, logging and heavy construction equipment.
Types of pans. ,inspected: sun gears, planetary gears, ring gears and splines,
Equipment; M&M2000-4, 14 years old.
How analytical g.ear linspection is used:
Accept/reject product, either on first-piece setups or random sample of finished product.

User: Matt Benski, lab Inspector/Programmer
Company: Waukesha Engine Division of Dresser Equipment Group
Product: Internal combustion engines for gas and air compression, prime and standby power gen-
eration, pump, chiller, blower, and other industrial appliceticns,
Types of parts inspected: Inch and metric spur gears, helical gears, worms, worm wheels, bevel
gears, gear blanks, shafts and non-gear parts inspected for runout; etc.
Equipment M&M Model 3000 Gear Analyzer, approximately 2 1/2 years old.
How analytical gear inspect,ion .isused:
In-process inspection, final inspection, prove-out, part development and quality control.

User: Ricky L Shinkle, Senior Engineering lab Technician
Company: Oelco-Remy America
Product: Gear Reduction Starters

I

Types of pans inspected: Plastic internal gears, armature sun gears, planetary gears, pinions,
engine ring gears, motor drive shaft splines and clutch cam surfaces.

I Eq,uipment: M&M Model.2025, approximately 17 years old.
, Mow analytical gear inspection is used:

Accept/reject perts; part development and process control.

User: Paul Bojanowski, gear quality control. and Dan Wolosian, quality process consultant
I

Company: Visteon Automotive Systems, Sterling, MI
Product: Rear axles and front axles for cars and light trucks.
Types of pans inspected: Ring and pinion gears of several sizes and ratios, rear axle differential

I and side gears, transmission gears, and NASCAR racing gears,
I Equipm.ent: Klingelnberg PNCs, approximately 2 years old; Gleason, Ono Sokki and Oerlikon sin-

gle-flank testers, all approximately 5 years old; and Zeiss GMMs, approximately 5 years old,
How analytical gear inspection is used:

I Toestablish process capability, perform Design of Experiment (DOE),monitor continuous improve-
! ment activities, and containment of reject material, The inspection equipment is also used to vafi-

date machine summaries and tool settings.
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to pillion-gear pairs and run-
ning them together on a dedi-
cated bevel gear testing
machine. Roll testing machines
don't incorporate the analytical
approach, so they are used pri-
marily on the shop floor to
prove gear sets. An experienced
operator listens for noise prob-
lems and nicks, checks for
runout and views the tooth. con-
tact patterns. The operator
would then have to make a
judgment, comparing the new
set with gear sets known to
work well together,

Of course, today's function-
al bevel gear testers computer-
ize much of this process, and
they are often used in the lab as
well. For example, the Gleason
Phoenix HCT tester incorpo-
rates digital tooth contact imag-
ing, structure-borne noise
analysis and computerized
high-speed, single flank testing.

But no matter how sophisti-
cated they get, roll testing
machines cannot reproduce the
geometry of a spiral bevel gear;
Some form of coordinate mea-
suring is req uired, and machines
such as the Phoenix tester, when
used in the lab, are often used in
conjunction with other mach-
ines, At one rime, that required a
coordinate measuring machine,
but today's dedicated gear
inspection machines can be
equipped with CMM: functions.

For example, the Kling-
elnberg series of analytical
gear inspection equipment
incorporates this kind of tech-
nology. Their P26 model, intro-
duced at EMO 99, is a compact
measuring machine for work-
pieces up to 260 mrn in diame-
ter. According to Klingelnberg
marketing specialist Andreas
Montag, "The tester is suitable
for all measuring tasks in the
gear technology and guaran-
tees short measuring times
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The M&M machines also, via statistical values is
come with CMM-like capabil- ! presently used only in a few
ities, Withlhe righl. software ! companies," says Montag.

and probe, they call look at the I Versatility
Another advantage to ana-

Iytica] gear inspection sy terns

is that they can be outfitted with

the software to inspect gear cut-
ting uools, including hobs,

shaper cutters and broaches.
'The accuracy of gear cut-

ting tools plays an important
factor in producing qua]ily

gears," say Montag. 'Kling-
elnberg has developed, in col-

laboration with important tool
manufacturers and u ers, soft-
ware modules for measuring

with a hjgh measuring accura-

cy." This includes all forms of
spiral 'bevel gears manufac-
tured by any of the major cut-

ting processe .

gear tooth urface, compare it

I

to either iii theoretical or actu-

ally measured good gear, and

mathematically recommend

changes to the surface. The
machines employ a sophisti-
cated "virtual cutting" proce s
imulation, which let the

operator see the effect of

machine 1001 emng without
having to cut another gear.

A relatively new machine on
the market is the Primar, from
Mahr Corporation. Accord; ng to

used to generate corrective

machine ettings to directly
control the manufacturing

process. However, "a direct
control of the manufacturing

Mahr's marketing manager, hobs, S aping cutters and shav-

Bruce Cowley, !his machine is
actually three machine in one.

It combine the functions of a
fonn tester for measuring round-
ness. straighme and other

forms with those of iii generative
gear tester and a dedicated
CMM. With the addition of a

special software module, the

Prima!' also has the ability to
measure piral bevel gears in
30, Cowley ay .

Ad.vanced. Computer
Integration

Because of their abili.ly 101

isolate the peace s parameters
that cause pari. 101 be out of
tolerance. analytical gear

inspection machines can be
ideally suited for implement-
ing a tatistical proce s control
program. AU of the machines
mentioned in this article come
with computerized reporting
and recording of in paction

results, Software modules are

available that aUow for
advanced statistical reponing.

In fact, the M&M and

ing cullers 10 monitor their
quality and trace back problems
caused by the geometry to the
cutting tool."

M&M. Mahrand other man-
ufacturers offer similar modules.
M&M's software also includes
measurement of broaching tools
and racks, according to their

product literature.
Today's analytical gear

inspection machines are also
calledupon to measure tooth
modification uch as crown-
ing and tip relief. "Most. of the
gears which. are 11 ed today are
optimized," ays Montag.

"The flanks of the gear. will
be executed with clearly
defined correction, uch a
crowning. tip relief, root
relief, etc. These clearly
defined characteristics can
only be manufactur·ecland
secured in connection with a
sl.Iil,ablegear mea uring

machine." in today's competi-
tive environment. it's impor-

tant for the gear manutacturer
Klingelnberg machines can be to be able to prove l!Itese char-
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acteristics to his customers,
Montag says,

Inspection machines can
also be oul:fitted with special
analysis modules. For exam-
ple. the M&M machines can
perform inspections to pin- .
point the effects of heat treat I

distortion. By measuring the
part before and after heat
treating, the manufacturer is
better able to determine the
ideal pre-hardening geometry.

Other machines may come
with unique features. Mahr's
Primar machine comes with a
tilting table, which allows the
machine to inspect parts based
on their datum axes. In other
words, the Primar can inspect
gears as they will be mounted
in their final application, rather
than between centers, as most
gear inspection is performed,
says Cowley. The Primar per-

forms two reference scans of
the part prior to the inspection
routine, adjusts the table to
physically align the part, then
performs the inspection. "Other
machines on the market can do
mathematical corrections, but
cannot physically align the
part," Cowley says..

Pushing Inspection. to its
Limits

Among the biggest chal-
lenges facing inspection
equipment of all kinds today
are the tighter and tighter tol-
erances demanded by manu-
facturing processes. "The
increasing quality demands
have led to the situation that in

, 10% of the tolerance to be Further, Lawson reports that
checked cannot be kept. ! ISO Technical Committee 213

GROUND GEARS - Ten or Ten Thousand
For small to medium quantities of spurs or helicals that have to
meet close-tolerance AGMA or DIN specs, OUI Heishauer grinders
and M&M gear analysis systems are the perfect combination,

For Long runs, we offer the unique Liebherr GBN grinding
process with full SPC quality control and documentation.

So whether your needs are for ten or tens of thousands, we
invite you to join the growing list of INSCO customers who rely on
us for consistent quality, reasonable costs, and reliable delivery,

mass production, often toler- I measuring machines, including
ances smaller than 10 microm- i CNC systems, aren't common-
eters have to be secured," says Ily being evaluated for accura-
Montag. "The old rule that the cy. Instead, they're being eval-
measuring uncertainty of a uated for repeatability. Most
measuring system should be companies employ a gage

repeatability and reproducibili-
ty (GR&R) procedure, wherein
some number of production
parts are measured several.dif-
ferent times by different opera-

I tors, Lawson says. This allows
I them to statistically determine

the repeatability of the measur-
ing process. However, this
observes only the consistency
of the measurement, Lawson
says, not the accuracy.

According to clause 4.1 1.1
of ISO 900 1, ''The supplier
shall establish and maintain
documented procedures to con-
trol, calibrate, and maintain
inspection, measuring and test
equipment (including test soft-
ware) used by the supplier to
demonstrate the conformance
of product to the specified
requirements. Inspection. mea-
suring and test equipment shall
be used ina manner whichG. PtiONE:'978-448-6368

FAX:978-448-5155
. WEB: jinscocor,p'.coml

rnsC.·O 412 Main Street, Groton, Massachusetts 01450
RPORATION

ISO 9001 iRegistered
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Today, measuring uncertain-
ties of 2<J.-30% are realistic."

While all the machine
manufacturers are working to
obtain ever-smaller uncertain-
ties in their equipment, mea-
surement accuracies are poor-
ly understood by the end
users, says Lawson, who adds
that this understanding is
increasingly important at a
time when many manufactur-
ing companies have either
implemented or are planning
to implement ISO 9000 or
similar quality programs.

According to Lawson, most

ensures that the measurement I

uncertainty is known and is
consistent with the required
measurement eapaoility"

is developing new standards,
which require manufacturers to
subtract the measurement
uncertainty from their manu-
facturing tolerances. This is
logical, Lawson says, because
our knowledge of a part's actu-
al dimensions is limited by the
uncertainty of the associated
measurement process.

As has been the case with
]SOO 9000, implementation of
this concept could be a stress-
ful experience, Lawson says.
However, ISOois becoming a
powerful entity and many
manufacturers are having to
change their practices as cus-
tomers begin to demand proof
of quality at these levels.

'II Today's inspection machines
are powerful pieces of equip-
ment, but if they're not cali-
brated, maintained, and used
correctly, the validity of the
measurement results will be
adversely affected.

Today's dedicated gear
inspection machine is a C{)Dl-

plex, multi-functional piece of
equipment that can do work

requiring severalonce
machines, using sophisticated,
on-board computer technology
to record, transport and manip-
ulate data in ways that were
never before possible. 0

TeU Us What You Think ..•

If you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please
circlem.

If you did not care for this arti-
e Ie, circle 223.

If you would 6ke to respond to
this or any other article in this
edition of GeBf Technology,
please fax your response to the
attention of Charles Cooper.
senior editor, at 847-437-8618 or
send e-mail messages to
ChBrfes@g88rtschn%gy.com.




